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One of our â€œbest known and most influential business scholarsâ€• (Boston Globe), best-selling

author Rosabeth Moss Kanter tackles Americaâ€™s most urgent domestic issue.Americans are

stuck. We live with travel delays on congested roads, shipping delays on clogged railways, and

delays on repairs, project approvals, and funding due to gridlocked leadership. These delays affect

us all, whether you are a daily commuter, a frequent flyer, an entrepreneur, an online shopper, a

job-seeker, or a community leader. If people can't move, if goods are delayed, and if information

networks can't connect, then economic opportunity deteriorates and social inequity grows.We have

been stuck for too long, writes Harvard Business School professor and best-selling author Rosabeth

Moss Kanter. In Move, Kanter visits cities and states across the country to tackle our

challengesâ€•and reveal solutionsâ€•on the roads and rails, and in our cities, skies, and the halls of

Washington, D.C. We meet a visionary engineer and public servant spearheading an underwater

tunnel in Miami to streamline port operations and redirect constant traffic from the city center. We

see mayors partnering with large corporations and nimble entrepreneurs to unveil parking apps,

bike-sharing programs, and seamless Wi-Fi networks in greener, more vibrant, more connected

cities. And we learn about much-needed effortsâ€•such as dynamic tolls on highways and fees

based on vehicle miles traveledâ€•to reduce our dependence on the outmoded gasoline tax in our

new electric car age.It all adds up to a new vision for American mobility, where local leaders shape

initiatives without waiting for Congress to act, and ambitious companies partner with governments to

tackle projects that serve the public good, create jobs, and improve quality of life while providing

healthy sources of investment. With unique insight and unrivaled expertise, Kanter gives us a

sweeping look across America, revealing the innovative projects, vital leaders, and bold solutions

that are moving our transportation infrastructure toward a cleaner, faster, and more prosperous

future.
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Americaâ€™s transportation finance system has a broken business model. It needs to be

fundamentally changed to adapt to the world we live in today. Glib but ambiguous calls for

â€œvisionâ€• and â€œleadershipâ€• do nothing to fix the structural flaws in the way we choose,

finance, maintain, and use transportation infrastructure.So, hereâ€™s a case study for Harvard

Business School.Youâ€™ve got a legacy business with trillions of dollars invested in fixed plant and

equipment, yet your current revenues donâ€™t even cover your operating and maintenance costs.

Moreover, the demand for your services has been declining overall, and younger consumers (the

prime 25-44 age demographic) are using this far less than their parents. Your customers, who have

grown used to being charged very low prices, tend to stop using your product when it becomes

even slightly more costly. The companyâ€™s been building more capacity based on internal

predictions of increased demand for years, but consumption of its product has been declining for a

decade, and is languishing at late 1990s levels.Whatâ€™s your prescription for this struggling

business?Youâ€™d think a HBS case study would critically assess cost and revenue drivers, and

look to see what parts of the business were working and why. It would recommend triage, focus on

improving the companyâ€™s value proposition, and seek actual areas of growth that reflect

emerging customer interest, and right-size its physical plant. And it would push to make sure that it

wasnâ€™t needlessly penalizing the value-adding components of its business by cross-subsidizing

value-destroying money losers. It might shift its focus to the things customers say they want.

This book starts out with the â€œcrumbling infrastructureâ€• meme that our roads, bridges, and

airports are under-funded, then makes a case not just for repairing them, but for augmenting it with

bullet trains, city-wide commuter trains, and bicycle and pedestrian paths. Itâ€™s really about

re-engineering cities. Because cities are transportation hubs, it focusses on transportation as the

means to redevelop them into densely packed but â€œgreenâ€• areas with human-friendly

transportation alternatives like ride-sharing, mass-transit, bicycle, and foot paths.Author Rosabeth

Moss Kanter explains how city managers in places like Portland, Seattle, Boston, San Francisco,



and even old industrial areas like Chicago and Miami (the book devotes many pages to

redevelopment of transportation in those two cities) are taking a comprehensive view of using

alternative transportation to redevelop themselves.Ms. Kanter gives us an idea of how those trends

might be harnessed to remake cities. Ideally, weâ€™d like to have urban areas that offer many

modes of transportation that move people comfortably from home to work, school, and recreation in

the inner city or suburbs. People should be able to choose to get around by automobile, train,

bicycle, or footpath. The compelling vision of having many clean, high-tech, and efficient

transportation routes is the strength of this book.If there is any weakness, it is the usual â€œbait and

switchâ€• propaganda about â€œcrumbling infrastructure.â€• Ms. Kanter lays out the party line of the

highway construction lobby (roadbuilding contractors, heavy equipment makers, and construction

labor unions) of portraying our highways and bridges in the worst possible light.

Kanterâ€™s argument in Move expands the definition of American infrastructure. She explains why

grassroots advocates are needed to fulfill its promise to organize and motivate policymakers to

make it a national priority. Creative, integrated, and responsive types of infrastructure are essential

to address national challenges in the economy, healthcare, education, social mobility and quality of

life. But, as Kanter makes clear, it is about much more than roads, rail and air travel. Kanter argues

infrastructure must harness and integrate these with emerging modes of transportation by

connecting them with innovations in communications and information technology. â€œThe average

household spends 19 percent of its budget on getting around, according to the Federal Highway

Administration.â€• Virtually everything we do is dependent on transportation. Infrastructure either

makes life more efficient or maddeningly frustrating. The bulk of the book details the various options

between these poles. These are centered mostly on urban settings. But, as Kanter makes clear

near her conclusion, ideally solutions to these problems must be seen as regionally-based and the

role of national policies should be to join together regions and the rural areas connecting

them.Transportation options are much more numerous than we might initially imagine. We can look

to Europe, China and Japan to see how application of the latest technologies can be combined into

seamless transportation options incorporating safe and efficient speedy trains, light rail, air travel,

shipping, busses, automobiles (including shared and limited use), parking, bicycles and that old

nugget, walking. In the United States there is no overwhelming national strategy to address

transportation infrastructure.
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